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Walpole’s ‘East Asian’-style policies

• Protection of British industries against     
competition from superior foreign           
producers

• Export subsidies 
• Lowering of tariffs on industrial inputs
• Quality control on exports by the state
• Extension of import tariff rebates on         

inputs used for exporting



18202 18752 1913 1925 1931 1950
Austria3 R 15-20 18 16 24 18
Belgium4 6-8 9-10 9 15 14 11
Canada5 5 15 n.a. 23 28 17
Denmark 25-35 15-20 14 10 n.a. 3
France R 12-15 20 21 30 18
Germany6 8-12 4-6 13 20 21 26
Italy n.a. 8-10 18 22 46 25
Japan7 R 5 30 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Netherlands4 6-8 3-5 4 6 n.a. 11
Russia R 15-20 84 R R R
Spain R 15-20 41 41 63 n.a.
Sweden R 3-5 20 16 21 9
Switzerland 8-12 4-6 9 14 19 n.a.
United Kingdom 45-55 0 0 5 n.a. 23
United States 35-45 40-50 44 37 48 14

Table  1. Average Tariff Rates on Manufactured Products for 
Selected Developed Countries in Their Early Stages of Development

(weighted average; in percentages of value)1
Average Tariff1 

Rates



“It is a very common clever device that when anyone has attained
the summit of greatness, he kicks away the ladder by which he has
climbed up, in order to deprive others of the means of climbing up after
him. In this lies the secret of the cosmopolitical doctrine of Adam Smith,
and of the cosmopolitical tendencies of his great contemporary William
Pitt, and of all his successors in the British Government administrations.

Any nation which by means of protective duties and restrictions on
navigation has raised her manufacturing power and her navigation to
such a degree of development that no other nation can sustain free
competition with her, can do nothing wiser than to throw away these
ladders of her greatness, to preach to other nations the benefits of free
trade, and to declare in penitent tones that she has hitherto wandered in
the paths of error, and has now for the first time succeeded in
discovering the truth [italics added]”

(Friedrich List, The National Systems of Political Economy, 1841
[1885 translation], pp. 295-6)

List
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“Were the Americans, either by combination or by any other sort
of violence, to stop the importation of European
manufactures, and, by thus giving a monopoly to such of
their own countrymen as could manufacture the like goods,
divert any considerable part of their capital into this
employment, they would retard instead of accelerating the
further increase in the value of their annual produce, and
would obstruct instead of promoting the progress of their
country towards real wealth and greatness.”

(Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 1776, the 1937 Random
House edition, pp. 347-8).

Adam Smith
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Trade Policy
• All of today’s rich countries, except for the Netherlands   

and (pre-WWI) Switzerland, used protectionism for          
substantial periods in order to develop their economies.
– Germany, France, and Japan – the supposed homes of  protectionism – were 

much less protectionist than Britain  or the USA.

• Even when their average tariff rate was not so high,           
today’s rich countries often provided high protection for   
strategic industries.
– Germany and Sweden in the late 19th and the early 20th century: ‘heavy and   

chemical industries’
– Belgium in the mid-19th century: 10% average tariff rate, but 30-60% tariff    

for textiles, 85% for iron  

• Even in the post-WWII period, protection was quite high 
until the 1960s



1950 1959 1962 1973 1979

Europe
Belgium 11 14
France 18 30
W. Germany 26 7
Italy 25 18
Netherlands 11 7

E.E.C. Average1 15 13 8 6
Austria 18 202 11 8
Denmark 3
Finland 20+3 13 11
Sweden 9 8 6 5

Japan n.a. 18 10 6
United Kingdom 23 16
United States 14 13 12 7

Table 2. Average Tariff Rates (%) on Manufactured Products for Selected Developed 
Countries in the early post-Second-World-War Period

Average Tariff 
Rates 2



Regulation of FDI
• Until the early 20th century, the US heavily regulated FDI.

– Between 1817 and 1914, coastal shipping completely closed to FDI.
– Only American citizens could become directors in a national (as opposed to   

state) bank and foreign shareholders were not even allowed to vote in AGMs.
– Mining rights were restricted to US citizens and to companies incorporated in 

the USA, while the timber law permitted only US residents to log on public    
land. 

– Restrictions on FDI in manufacturing were relatively rare, as such investment 
was not very important at the time, but the 1885 contract labour law               
prohibited the import of foreign workers 

• Japan (Korea and Taiwan to a lesser extent) virtually        
banned foreign direct investment until the 1980s.

• Finland 
– classified all firms with more than 20% foreign ownership as “dangerous       

enterprises” between the 1930s and the 1980s. 
– no foreign bank branches in Finland until the early 1980s.



State Ownership I
• Kick-started industrialisation in Germany (textile,      

steel) and Japan (steel, shipbuilding)

• Extensively used in France, Finland, Austria, Norway, 
Taiwan, and Singapore in the post-WWII period
– Singapore: 22% of GDP (Singapore Airlines and others)
– Taiwan: 16% of GDP
– France: Renault, Alcatel, St. Gobain, Usinor, Thomson, 
Thales, Elf Aquitaine, Rhone-Poulenc



‘The Singapore Problem’ or 
“Life is Stranger than Fiction.”



State Ownership II

• SOEs account for only about 1% of US GDP, but the 
country has had one of the most successful SOEs in  
human history 
– except that it is not called an SOE.

• It’s called the US military (computer, internet, and    
GPS from the Pentagon, semi-conductor from the US 
Navy, aircraft from the US Air Forces; iPhone)
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Problems with commodity dependence I
• The long-term decline in the terms of trade (TOT) for      

primary commodities against manufactured products         
(Raul Prebisch, Hans Singer).

• Large fluctuations in primary commodity prices make the 
management of balance of payments very difficult.

• Countries that rely on primary commodities are also         
vulnerable to technological shocks due to innovation in   
more advanced economies.
– When the British and the Germans invented organic chemistry,   

they wiped out the economic bases of many developing              
countries 

• bird guano (as fertiliser) and saltpetre (for gunpowder) in Chile and Peru 
and cochineal (the carmine dye) in Guatemala.



Problems with commodity dependence II
• Primary commodities also suffer from the ‘fallacy of        

composition’ problem. 
– One or a few primary commodity-producing countries 

may increase their export earnings by increasing the    
quantity they produce, but all of them will suffer from 
a collapse in prices, if   too many of them try to             
increase their production at the same time.

– This is due to the fact that the production of primary     
commodities is relatively easy and therefore there are 
many actual and potential suppliers (e.g., Vietnam        
very quickly became the second largest exporter of      
coffee in the world)



Special benefits of manufacturing I
• First of all, raising productivity is much easier in             

manufacturing than in other economic activities, like        
agriculture and services. 
– Manufacturing activities are much less bound by nature 

and lend themselves much more easily to                     
mechanization and chemical processing. 

• Second, the manufacturing sector is the ‘learning centre’  
of capitalism. 
– By supplying capital goods (e.g., machines, transport   

equipment) and intermediate goods (e.g., chemical       
fertiliser), it has spread higher productive capabilities   
to other sectors, like agriculture and services.



Special benefits of manufacturing II
• Third, the manufacturing sector has also been a source of 

organisational innovations, which have been transferred to 
the other sectors, especially to the service sector, and        
raised productivity there.
– modern inventory management techniques in the retail 

sector
– the ‘assembly’ technique used in McDonald’s and other 

fast-food restaurants



The 3rd Man



“In Italy for thirty years under the Borgias,    
they had warfare, terror, murder, bloodshed, 
but they produced Michelangelo, Leonardo   
da Vinci and the Renaissance. In Switzerland, 
they had brotherly love - they had five         
hundred years of democracy and peace, and 
what did that produce? The cuckoo clock.”

(Orson Welles as Harry Lime,
The Third Man)



Wrong, wrong, wrong, wrong, wrong!
• Five hundred years of democracy? 

– Women were given votes only in 1971.
– Two rogue cantons refused to give women votes until 1989 and 1991.

• Five hundred years of peace?
– Wars with Swabia (1499) and France (1515 and 1798)

• Five hundred years of brotherly love?
– Civil wars in 1653, 1656, 1712, and 1847

• The cuckoo clock was not invented in Switzerland.
– It was invented in Germany.

• Switzerland is not an economy living off the black money       
deposited by Third World dictators and selling cuckoo clocks  
and cow bells to American and Japanese tourists (or, if you    
want to be nice to it, a post-industrial economy relying on        
services like banking and tourism).

• It is one of the most industrialised economies in the world.



Manufacturing Value Added Per Capita, 2013
(in constant 2005 US dollars; index USA=100)

• Switzerland: $10,147 186 (world ranking: 1)
• Singapore: $9,700 177 (2)
• Japan: $7,821 143 (3)
• Austria: $7,681 141 (4)
• Germany: $7,656 140 (5)
• Korea: $7,181 131 (6)
• USA: $5,465 100 
• UK: $3,671 67 
• China: $1,143 21 
• India: $162 3
• Kenya: $61 1.1
• Uganda: $27 0.5

Source: UNIDO, Industrial Development Report, 2016



How about India? 
• India’s service trade success story is vastly          

exaggerated.
• Between 2008 and 2016, India recorded service   

trade surplus  equivalent to 1.1% of GDP, which 
covered only 14% of its merchandise trade          
deficit (7.6% of GDP).

• This means that, unless it increases its service      
trade surplus by 7 times, India cannot maintain it
s current pace of economic development without 
a serious balance of payments problem.



‘Post-industrial Knowledge Economy’? I
• The first point is that we have always lived in a         

knowledge economy.
– It was never the act of making things but the control over   

superior productive knowledge has been the key to             
economic prosperity.

– The manufacturing sector has always been the main source 
of new productive knowledge – in the form of new              
technologies and new organisational techniques 

• Second, many knowledge-intensive services (e.g.,      
research, engineering, design) that are supposed to be 
new have always been there.
– Most of them used to be conducted by  manufacturing         

firms themselves and became more ‘visible’ recently         
mainly because they have been ‘spun  off’ or ‘outsourced’.



‘Post-industrial Knowledge Economy’? II
• Third, all those supposedly knowledge-intensive         

services, such as finance, design, and engineering,       
sell mostly to manufacturing firms, so their success    
depends on manufacturing success.
– Of course, countries can export these services, as the UK ha

s increasingly been doing, but over time they are likely to      
lose their competitiveness in these services because they      
need close interaction with the customers in the                   
manufacturing sector in order to  improve their quality and  
productivity.



Justifications for ‘artificial’ development
• Infant industry (Hamilton, List)
• Forced accumulation (Fel’dman-Preobrazhensky-

Mahalanobis, Sen)
• Capital market failure (Hicks’ ‘myopia’) 
• Externalities (R&D, training) (Stiglitz)
• Learning-by-doing (Arrow)
• Interdependence (‘linkages’) (Rosentein-Rodan,         

Hirschman)
• Asset specificity (Willaimson)
• Tacit knowledge (Hayek)



‘Bad Old Days’
1960-80

(%) 

‘Brave New World’
1980-2016

(%)
All Developing Countries 3.0 2.5
Latin America and the Caribbean 3.1 0.8
Sub-Saharan Africa 1.6 0.3

Table 3. Annual per capita GDP growth rates

Source: World Bank, United Nation, the IMFs

Bad old days & Brave new world



Ambition, Pragmatism, and Imagination
• In devising their development strategies, developing           

countries need to be ambitious in terms of their final goals.
• Being ambitious, however, does not mean being                

megalomaniac.
– You need to be realistic about what they can achieve in the short-

to medium-run.
– You also need to be very pragmatic about the policy tools you use.

• Being pragmatic does not mean being dull and boring.
– Pragmatism actually requires a very high degree of imagination,   

as you can be truly pragmatic only when you can liberate yourself 
from the shackles of ideological prejudices, conventional             
wisdom, and historical myths and dare to imagine a different        
future. 


